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Ministry of Industry and Minerals

State Company for Automotive and Equipment Industry

Advertising

Investment Opportunity No. (IOP IAI l03l 2020)

To invest in (Establishing a modern after-sales services workshop)

The State Company for Automotive and equipment Industry, one of the Iraqi Ministry of
Industry and Minerals companies, announces the above investment opportunity, according

to technical and commercial conditions and specifications that can be obtained from the

company's headquarters in Iskandariya lBabel Governorate (50 km south of Baghdad) for

an amount of (250,000) two hundred and fifty thousand Iraqi dinars is not refundable for a

period of (30) thirty actual working days. In case that the closing date is being an official

holiday or any occasion, the next day will be the closing date. Bidding shall be made in

three envelopes, separate and sealed (technician, commercial and documents) and the

opportunity number, closing date and type of documents to be indicated on each envelop.

And whoever bids the investment opportunity bears all the costs of publishing and

advertising.

In case that an acceptable tender is not received during the above period, it will be

continued to announce for another (30) thirty days and with the same approved mechanism

until an acceptable offer is received and for a period not exceeding one calendar year from

the date of the first publication and it is possible to review the commercial department of
the company to obtain the investment opportunity documents as well to answer inquiries,

bearing in mind that the required documents within the terms of the tender are duly

legalized.
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